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Strategic Plan 2015-2020
2017 marked the third year of the implementation of FIDA’s Strategic
Plan 2015-2020.

FIDA’s strategy to enhance women’s human rights
and gender equality is implemented through its
strategic objectives which focus on;

1
Advancing
Women’s
Access to
Justice;

2

Promoting Gender
Governance and
Accountability;

3

and Promoting
Social, Economic
Rights and Justice
for Women.
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Foreword by the Board Chair
I have the honor and privilege to
present FIDA Uganda 2017 report
highlighting the work FIDA has
undertaken to promote women’s
human rights and gender equality
through enhancing access to justice;
promoting gender governance and
accountability; and promoting Social,
economic rights and justice for
women. The report reveals FIDA’s
interventions and achievements in the
three thematic areas; organizational
challenges and lessons during the reporting period; and institutional
development initiatives which have been undertaken.
FIDA has continued to be a trailblazer in the promotion and defense
of women and children’s rights; and has focused on promoting the use
of a holistic approach in addressing the causes of women’s vulnerability
and powerlessness to ensure durable solutions for women’s legal and
gender equality challenges. FIDA has pioneered innovations to enhance
the delivery and cost-effectiveness of legal aid services. Such innovations
reduce the cost of delivering legal aid as well as encouraging self-help
initiatives by FIDA beneficiaries.
As FIDA goes into the fourth year of its strategic plan, there is need to
reflect on both the sustainability of the institution as well as ensuring
that we promote holistic approaches to ensure that FIDA beneficiaries
get durable solutions to their problems which address the root causes
of their vulnerability and powerlessness.There is need to reflect on the
effectiveness of our approaches and interventions in delivering the much
need access to justice and gender equality for FIDA’s beneficiaries; as
well as scaling up interventions which have the potential for multiplier
benefits. Additionally, FIDA needs to develop and implement a robust
resource mobilization strategy, including for the FIDA house.
I would like to take this opportunity to express the Board and
member’s appreciation to FIDA staff and secretariat who have worked
tirelessly throughout the year to ensure that FIDA achieves its strategic
objectives. I would also like to thank FIDA’s stakeholders, partners and
stakeholders at local and national levels, the Board of Directors, and
FIDA members for their continued support in implementing FIDA’s
programs.
Finally, I would like to thank FIDA’s former Board and current Board
members for diligently steering FIDA; and our development partners
for the trust that they have placed in FIDA Uganda, which that has
enabled it to continuously deliver on its strategic objectives.

Damalie Nagitta Musoke

Board Chair, Uganda Association of Women Lawyers
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Introduction by the

Chief Executive Officer
At the heart of FIDA’s work is our
commitment to make a difference by
ensuring that poor and vulnerable
people can benefit from the same
legal rights as everyone else; and that
we contribute to reducing gender
inequality through promoting social
and economic rights of women –
FIDA strategic plan 2015-2020.

I am proud to present our 2017 annual report which describes the vital
works we have done over the year providing services to improve the
well-being and reduce powerlessness of poor and vulnerable people
who are experiencing disadvantage. Helping people who are acutely
stressed and vulnerable and who need the safety and protection of the
law and improve their livelihoods is the core of what we do.
Under our thematic area on enhancing access to justice for women,
FIDA saw a dramatic increase in the number of socially and economically
disadvantaged women and children needing our help. Registered
clients increased from 5777 in 2016 to 17,460, a 300% increment
in clients; majority of whom were women seeking support to look
after their children. Most of FIDA’s clients have of little or no income
at all; and legal aid services have been a crucial ‘safety net’ for them.
FIDA emphasized the use of preventative legal aid services (advice,
counselling, ADR and community outreach) in order to enhance faster
resolution of disputes and reduce the cost of providing and accessing
justice. These approaches had more conclusion rates, with 1,551 cases
concluded through legal advice and 1,701 cases through ADR. FIDA
lawyers were also on ‘duty’ at Nsangi, Nabweru, Kasangati and Nebbi
Magistrates’ Courts to help people who are at court for a hearing, but
do not have their own lawyer. They provided advice and information
about how to navigate the court system; and coached un-represented
litigants on how to represent themselves.
Better justice everyday – FIDA is committed to keep innovating
ways for clients to get accessible and affordable justice. In 2017 FIDA
partnered with LASPNET to develop an ICT-based means and merits
test to enable our lawyers objectively determine eligibility for legal
aid. This test especially captures vulnerability a key aspect for women
who seek legal aid. In addition, FIDA emerged successful at the legal
aid innovations conference where FIDA’s SAME model was recognized
among the two best innovations in legal aid. Furthermore, FIDA is
among the CSOs who partnered with Lwengo district local government
to pilot a sustainable LG-led legal aid model.
Under the thematic area on advancing gender-responsive governance
and women’s effective participation in public life, FIDA partnered with
Akina Mama wa Afrika and the Gender Mainstreaming Directorate

of Makerere University to undertake Feminist Leadership training
for female students. This training was aimed at developing student
initiatives to combat GBV, and resulted into the “Movement 21st
Century” against Violence to address GBV on the university. FIDA also
engaged in advocacy activities on issues related to women’s rights. Key
initiatives included the smart choices campaign to empower women
to make smart choices in respect of life-altering decisions in their
lives. FIDA also participated in the ‘not another woman’ campaign to
advocate for government action in investigations into the murders of
women in Entebbe. This included a trip to Parliament to express FIDA’s
dissatisfaction with the continued deaths whereupon MPs moved a
motion for the murders to be considered a national emergency.
FIDA’s thematic area on promoting socio-economic rights and
justice for women is part of our holistic approach which FIDA offers
that addresses the legal and economic justice issues pertaining to a
woman. FIDA successfully lobbied for six women groups to access the
Uganda Women Economic Empowerment Program. FIDA also created
awareness on the benefits and processes of registering businesses and
land. Women have learnt demand for the inclusion of their names on
land purchase agreements. FIDA’s partnership with URSB and Centenary
Bank enabled women to get information on registering businesses; and
using land as collateral for credit. FIDA supported women to register
their businesses and supported and encouraged women in communities
to secure their land and Bibanja. These initiatives directly empowered
women economically, reducing their financial dependence.
On membership engagement, FIDA continued to engage its members in
various activities, capacity building, lobbying, advocacy and networking
forums. We organized a membership forum to brainstorm on
mentorship; and introduced a senior FIDA members’ whatsup group
which significantly increased member engagement.  Members were also
engaged in advocacy campaigns to create awareness on violence faced
by women.
FIDA still faces the persistent challenge of donor dependence which
affects institutional sustainability. FIDA needs to develop a business plan
to provide for sustainable and independent funding sources. We also
note that most of our lawyers are over-stretched, with some offices
having only one lawyer and a driver, which increases their burn out.

Irene Ovonji Odida
Chief Executive Officer
Uganda Association of Women Lawyers

FIDA 2015-2020

Thematic Areas and Strategic
Objectives:
FIDA’s strategic plan outlines the organization’s strategy to fulfil its
mandate of promoting and protecting the rights of women and children
as well as promoting gender equality. The Strategic Plan contains three
mission and one operational objectives to achieve its mandate. These
are indicated in the illustration below:

Enhancing Access to
Justice for women

Objective: To enable women
in Uganda to access quality
and affordable legal services
as a means to achieve human
rights, gender equality and
sustainable development.

Advancing gender responsive
governance and women's
effective participation in
public life:
Objective: to promote social
accountability, rule of law and
gender responsive governance at
local, national and regional levels.

Promote social-Economic
Rights and Justice for women
Objective: To promote
accountability for the enactment
and implementation of legal and
policy frameworks for women's
socio-economic justice.

In addition FIDA’s strategic plan contains operational objectives which
are aimed at strengthening FIDA’s institutional framework and capacity
to champion socio-economic justice for women and gender equality.
Priorities for FIDA’s operational objectives are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

To diversity and raise FIDA’s annual income by 30% for
greater outreach and effectiveness
To strengthen systems and processes for effective financial
management, continuous growth and integrity;
To increase staff diversity, improve rewards and enhance
their capacity to effectively deliver on the strategic plan;
To strengthen communication systems and enhance FIDA’s
visibility and advocacy on women’s rights and gender
equality
To become aslearning organization through strengthening
systems to enhance monitoring, reporting and learning
To enhance organizational governance through enhanced
board capacity in strategic guidance and oversight;
To increase and strengthen membership participation in
FIDA

“Helping people who
are acutely stressed and
vulnerable and who need
the safety and protection
of the law and improve
their livelihoods is the core
of what we do.”

THEMATIC AREA 1:

Enhancing Access to Justice for women
Objective:
To enable women in Uganda to access quality and affordable legal
services as a means to achieve human rights, gender equality and
sustainable development
Our clients
Access to justice continues to be FIDA’s flagship program. In 2017, FIDA
saw a dramatic increase in the number of socially and economically
disadvantaged women and children needing our help. The number of
registered clients increased from 5777 in 2016 to 17,460 (6,581 male
and 10,879 female) in 2017, indicating a 300% increment in clients
registered. Many of FIDA’ clients are youth women aged between 20
and 35 years old, mainly seeking child support services. Clients above
35 years are typically married or in relationships; and usually seek legal
aid services in respect of land and property rights, including inheritance
rights. In social and economic terms, FIDA’s clients are usually persons
of little or no income at all, who experience financial, cultural or
literacy barriers; or geographic isolation. FIDA’s legal aid services are
therefore a crucial ‘safety net’ for the most disadvantaged members of
our community.
To ensure meaningful support to clients to obtain durable solutions
to their legal problems, FIDA has mainstreamed a holistic approach to
legal aid service delivery. This approach considers support to address
underlying factors which lead to clients demanding for legal aid.

Figure 1: Annual Case registration trends 2011 – 2017
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Legal Aid Services
Preventative and early intervention services.

FIDA delivers legal aid services through legal advice, counseling,
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) and court representation.
In 2017 FIDA registered 17,460 cases in its legal aid clinics and
community mobile clinics in Kampala, Kapchorwa,
Others 1% Kamuli, Kabale,
Kabong, Mbale, Moroto, Arua, Lwengo, Pader, Lamwo,Gulu, Child
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Kitgum.
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FIDA’s clients are almost always economically poor and cannot afford
lengthy and costly dispute resolution mechanisms. FIDA therefore
emphasizes use of preventative and early intervention services to
enhance faster and cheaper resolution of disputes and conclusion of
clients’ cases. Preventative legal aid approaches included legal advice,
referrals, and community outreach programs which helped clients
understand their legal options at the earliest opportunity; and know
who to contact in case they require further assistance. Legal advice
and ADR had more conclusion rates, with 1,551 cases being concluded
through provision of legal advice, while 1,701 cases were completed
through ADR.
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Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

FIDA emphasizes use of ADR, with legal aid clinics ensuring that
clients’ cases are first mediated, to see if they can be resolved faster,
amicably and more cost-effectively. Most cases reported to FIDA
relate to personal relationships between family (spouses/partners;
relatives and/or neighbours). In many cases children are affected by
disputes between the parents; and it is crucial to protect them from
the ramifications of these disputes. It is therefore important that
these cases are handled in a manner which preserves the personal,
familial or communal relationships to ensure minimization of adversity
and animosity between the parties. ADR has therefore become the
preferred mode of dispute resolution since it enables parties to arrive
at solutions that work for all parties; and provides win-win solutions.
Many of these matters, especially land cases, if not concluded in
office mediations are taken to community mediation where many
are resolved and agreements are reached and signed. Community
mediations double as community sensitizations because more people
are reached in these gatherings and are taught their rights through
concluded cases as examples.

Legal Aid by CLVs

To further enhance early interventions in legal aid, FIDA utilises the
services of Community legal volunteers (CLVs) to provide firstresponder legal aid services. FIDA has built the capacity of CLVs to
provide legal aid services and in 2017 FIDA trained 77 CLVs to deliver
legal aid services in FIDA offices and in the communities. CLVS have
successfully resolved people’s cases in the communities and conducted
community sensitizations. In 2017 FIDA CLVs registered 6,496 cases
(2,279M, 4,217F); and resolved over 50% of the cases (3,359). FIDA
developed a CLV manual to help streamline the role of the CLVS and
their activities; and FIDA is in the processes of aligning this manual to
the Paralegal curriculum. With DGF support, FIDA provided tablets
to CLVs in Kabale, Kapchorwa, Kamuli and Lwengo to improve their
reporting and documentation of cases handled.
Figure
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“Better justice everyday –
FIDA is committed to keep
innovating ways for clients
to get accessible and
affordable justice.”

Court Representation

FIDA continued to provide free legal representation for clients in cases
that could not be resolved through legal advice and ADR. In 2017 FIDA
undertook Court representation in 1,265 cases, and concluded 405
cases. Due to FIDA’s physical presence in the districts of operation,
judicial officials continue to refer indigent clients to FIDA for legal
advice and representation. FIDA has provided legal services during
Court-annexed mediation in 140 cases, 99 of which were concluded.
The strike by judicial officials during 2017 affected FIDA’s performance
in Court representation during the reporting period as FIDA lawyers
were unable to represent clients in court for the duration of the
strike. Other challenges faced with Court representation relate to
frequent adjournments of Court cases and high costs associated with
transporting clients and witnesses to attend Court.
In an effort to expeditiously handle court, FIDA engaged judicial officials
in Lwengo, Kabale, Kapchorwa, Mbale, Kampala and Kamuli districts
to allocate specific dates for handling clients’ cases. This contributed
to clearing the backlog of cases in courts, and reduced the costs for
providing and accessing justice (for FIDA and the clients). Allocating
specific dates for FIDA cases also allowed time for FIDA lawyers to
carry out other planned activities. FIDA has also continued to build
capacity of poor and vulnerable and persons to navigate the justice
system through representing themselves in Court.
Figure
3: Cases
registered
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in 2017
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Figure 4: Dispute resolution mechanisms used in 2017
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Community Sensitization

FIDA conducted community sensitizations to increase people’s
awareness about their rights; and what to do in case they are confronted
with a legal or social problem. Legal sensitization is undertaken on
the premise that an informed person can act on their legal rights and
can help prevent a legal problem from escalating, avoiding costly court
litigation. Majority of legal problems in the communities are about Land
rights, inheritance rights, domestic violence, children rights especially
education and early child marriages. Community sensitization also
helps communities hold their local leaders accountable for failure to
help them resolve these issues. In 2017 FIDA clinics undertook 139
awareness sessions, reaching 28,175 (13,032M, 25,143F). FIDA also built
the capacity of its CLVs to deliver legal aid including sensitization) and in
2017 FIDA CLVs conducted 94 sensitization sessions, reaching 15,690
people (6,207M, 9,483 F). All in all, FIDA conducted 233 community
outreach and sensitization sessions in 2017, reaching 43,865 (19,239M,
34,626F).
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Significant change story
Community sensitization has increased awareness, vigilance and the
need to protect widows and orphans’ rights. Women now demand to
have their names included on land purchase agreements if the land
is purchased with their spouses. Women also demand for inheritance
rights in case of death of their spouses. Communities are vigilant about
protecting the property of widows and Orphans.
One Agnes Nabuffu, sought FIDA’s assistance in FIDA’s Luwero office
to protect her property from in-laws who wanted to sell her land after
the death of her husband. FIDA summoned the in laws and conducted
a mediation during which the client’s right were emphasized in the
matter and documents signed by both deceased and widow served
as evidence in this matter and thus parties reconciled signed an
agreement. The in-laws agreed not to intervene and or intermeddle
with the deceased’s property.

Duty Lawyer Services

FIDA lawyers are on ‘duty’ at many courts in Uganda to help people
who are at court for a hearing, but do not have their own lawyer. FIDA
opened up special desks at Nsangi, Nabweru, Kasangati and Nebbi
Magistrates’ Courts. FIDA lawyers provided legal advice and information
about people’s cases, how to navigate the court system. FIDA lawyers
also coached un-represented litigants on how to represent themselves
in case they found themselves caught up in the justice system without
a lawyer.
FIDA lawyers also conducted mobile legal aid clinics through which
lawyers provide legal information, advice, counselling, community
sensitization and mediation. FIDA also registers new clients during
mobile clinics, who would otherwise have been unable to travel to the
clinic. FIDA also uses the opportunity provided by the mobile clinics
to conduct community mediations. ….. mobile clinics were undertaken
in 2017.

Prison Decongestion

FIDA acknowledges the particular
vulnerabilities of women in prison.
The population of women and
girls in the criminal justice system
has steadily increased, from 1,592
in 2013 to 2,579 in 2017 (61%
increase in 4 years). Majority of
female prisoners come from poor
backgrounds and are charged with
actions they were doing while trying
get out of poverty, for instance street
vending, prostitution and petty theft.
Being poor, these women are unable
to afford lawyers or even bail. Most
women are between 21 and 40 years
old; illiterate or semi-illiterate, and
majority have children. Women and

61%
The population of women
and girls in the criminal
justice system has steadily
increased, from 1,592 in
2013 to 2,579 in 2017
(61% increase in 4 years).

girls’ needs are routinely overlooked in the criminal justice system and
while some women are employed at the time of arrest; imprisonment
often leads to loss of employment, creating severe financial and social
strains on the women, leading to inescapable poverty. Women who are
jailed while pregnant have their children taken away by relatives after
18 months; or stay with the children if there is no one to take it. When
released from prison, formerly married women may find that their
marriages no longer exist; and in case of offences involving spouses,
the woman may find herself ostracized, without a home; and no money
to look after herself and her children. On the other hand, while FIDA
primarily supports poor and vulnerable women, it notes that when a
man is charged with an offence, it directly affects the well-being of a
poor and vulnerable person especially if the primary provider (male) is
not available to support his family.This leads to destitution through loss
of shelter and food security.
In 2017 FIDA undertook activities to support men, women and
children who were caught up in the criminal justice system – at police
and in prison. FIDA worked in the prisons of Kamuli, Nabwigulu and
Nawanyago prisons in Kamuli, Kaliro prison, Mbale Main and Mbale
woman’s prisons, Kapchorwa prison, Ngege prison in Kween. Kabale,
Arua and Lwengo.
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FIDA CLVs assisted 399
people at police through
providing legal advice,
mediation and diversion
of cases; and assistance
to obtain police bond.
2,776 (2,149M, 641F)
people were assisted in
prison with legal advice,
support to get a hearing
in courts and counseling
on how to live in the
prison environment
productively as they
serve their sentences.

Youth engagement

Young people continued to be
the focus on FIDA’s education
programs; and we worked
in primary and secondary
schools to deliver preventive
education
about
children’s
rights, reproductive
health,
inheritance, property rights and
child maintenance. The educative
programs assist in guiding young
people through tricky social and
legal territory. FIDA’s engagement FIDA Uganda reached out to the youth
with the youth helped to create through the FIDA clubs in secondary and
primary schools in project areas.
peer groups through which
students can be the voice of the youth in the community. FIDA created
10 clubs, in Kigezi High school, Trinity College Kabale, Bishop Kivenjele
girl’s school, Muyebe, St Kizito Mbirizi, Mbirizi Islamic SSS, Ediose girls
Arua, Ecori Primary school, Bufundi Primary School and Nyaruhanga
Primary and Secondary school.

Innovating Justice

Electronic Means and Merits Test
FIDA provides legal aid to poor, vulnerable and marginalized women and
children who cannot afford a lawyer. In order to determine whether or
not a client is eligible for legal aid, FIDA conducts a means and merits
test which assesses a client’s financial status and the worthiness of their
case. If a client passes the eligibility criteria, then s/he becomes eligible
for legal aid from FIDA. Through this, a client can receive legal advice,
court representation, mediation services and assistance to prepare
legal documents. In order to enhance the fairness of the assessment
of a client’s financial situation and the merits of his/her case, FIDA
partnered with LASPNET to develop an ICT-based means and merits
test which uses objective criteria to determine a client’s eligibility for
legal assistance.The MMT is being used by FIDA legal officers and Legal
aid providers.
One key aspect of this MMT is that it captures a key variable of
FIDAL clients, that is, vulnerability. The conventional MMT did not
have an objective criteria for measuring vulnerability. Many women
who approach FIDA may not ‘look’ poor, but are vulnerable; and this
vulnerability prevents them from having the means to pay for lawyers.
Having an objective assessment for vulnerability removes any bias in
the application of the MMT.
Top two Best Innovations in Legal Aid Service Provision
FIDA Uganda Participated and emerged successful at the legal aid
innovations conference where the FIDA-Uganda was recognized as
a top innovator of legal aid and the SAME MODEL was recognized
among the two best innovations in legal aid service provision.

Sustainable Legal Aid Service Provision
FIDA’s experience of providing legal aid for over 40 years has
demonstrated that legal aid service provision is very labor intensive;
and requires external financing, since the beneficiaries of legal aid are
not in position to pay for the services. FIDA has partnered with other
LASPs to lobby and advocate for a national legal aid policy but since
the development of the Legal aid policy in 2009, the same has not been
passed to date. In view of this, FIDA has thought long and hard for
models of legal aid service delivery that are not only sustainable; but
produce durable solutions for its clientele.
i. Economic empowerment
FIDA initiated the SAME model whose theory of change
was that ‘addressing the root causes of vulnerability and
powerlessness of women would contribute to addressing
the causes for demanding legal aid’. Through the SAME
model, FIDA seeks to empower women beyond increasing
knowledge about their rights and assistance with legal
problems. In 2017 FIDA integrated the SAME Model into
legal aid programming.This was aimed at providing coherent
and complementary support to women in order to match
legal aid services with initiatives to reduce vulnerability,
dependence and powerlessness of women. Majority of
FIDA’s clients seek child maintenance support from men;
and these have been advised counseled and psychologically
supported to seek alternative options that they can take
advantage of in order to start up small income generating
ventures. The women have been urged to reduce their
dependence on their spouses and are now aware of their
joint obligation to support their children. 13,656 FIDA
clients benefitted from the SAME model in 2017. FIDA
clients were advised on ways they can invest maintenance
support to, in addition to maintaining their children, start
up small businesses to economically empower themselves.
The idea was appreciated by the women and it was an eye
opener to them to start making some money so that they
can stop being over dependent on their spouses. FIDA plans
to review and evaluate the effectiveness of the SAME model
to enhance its capacity to lift poor and vulnerable women
out of their situations. In a similar fashion, FIDA undertook
a “smart choices” campaign which was aimed at persuading
women to make life choices that are not dependent on
transactional relationships. Economic empowerment and
smart choices are intended to promote durable solutions
to the legal problems presented by poor and vulnerable
women.
ii. Public-private partnerships with Local Governments
In an effort to enhance sustainable and cost-effective legal
aid service delivery, FIDA has for a long time partnered
with Local governments (LG) for in-kind funding for legal
aid services. FIDA partnered with Kabale, Kamuli, Arua
and Mbale districts wherein the districts have provided

free space for FIDA offices in these districts. FIDA notes
that LGs have a special interest in the provision of legal aid
services and in places like Kabale, the district designates
specific days in each month where a FIDA lawyer will go
to a specific sub-county to undertake legal aid services.
Whereas this is not direct funding from the LGs, the in-kind
contribution has enabled FIDA to reduce on the costs of
delivering legal aid.
To further test out the local-government led legal aid model, FIDA
entered into a tripartite arrangement among FIDA, LASPNET and
Barefoot Law to pilot a local-government legal aid program in Lwengo
district. The model in Lwengo district was undertaken with the district
providing office space and assisting in identifying CLVs for training.
Lwengo CLVs were identified by the district on the basis of their
commitment to social justice and the fact that they will remain in the
district even after the project ends. Secondly, it was agreed by the
district that Lwengo residents would contribute a nominal fee each year
to the Lwengo legal aid basket fund to enable them pay for the services
of a district lawyer.The district lawyer will in addition to providing legal
services to the district, provide legal and supervisory support services
to CLVs. The office in Lwengo registered high success in registration
of cases, conclusively carrying out mediations, sensitizations of people
in Lwengo and neighboring districts and court representations. Project
also trained 27 CLVs and Local Council leaders that would sustain the
project and implementation of activities should it close. Furthermore,
Lwengo district council passed a motion to have a vote for a lawyer
within the district budget.
FIDA plans to take the PPP model with local government by establishing
partnerships with the Uganda Local Authorities Association (ULGA)
through which FIDA will approach LGs with this model and enlist their
buy-in for LG-led legal and services.

Client Access and Referrals

We make appropriate referrals to other services (non-legal as well as
legal) that may be relevant to a client’s needs. We also refer clients to
external agencies when we are unable to help, for example, if we have
a conflict of interest or we cannot help because of the nature of the
matter. The top five referrals were to:
*
*
*
*
*

Private practitioners
Private practitioners
Legal aid service providers
Legal aid service providers
Medical practitioners (for cases requiring medical reports)
Medical practitioners (for cases requiring medical reports)
Courts in cases requiring self-representation
Courts in cases requiring self-representation
Police (for criminal cases which required police attention)
Police (for criminal cases which required police attention).

Referrals are accompanied by a letter from FIDA, highlighting the
nature of assistance required for the referral.

Strategic Litigation and Advocacy:
Strategic Litigation
FIDA has made preparations to undertake strategic litigation on
Transitional Justice and the OECD labor complaint. FIDA will partner
with Refugee Law Project on the TJ case; and with FOKUS and OECD
Watch on the labor case.
Strategic Advocacy
In 2017 FIDA continued with the use of international human rights
mechanisms
We continued to increase use of international human rights mechanisms
eg on business and human rights issues, and SGBV and to improve
our regional and international networking resulting in invitations to
new spaces such as the UN forum on Business and Human Rights
in Geneva on the invitation of FOKUS and an invitation by IWRAU
in December to participate in a workshop to develop a manual on
business and human rights in Malaysia following a joint panel at the
CSW in 2017. We were represented in both by the Grants Advisor
Irene, who coordinates our labour rights work, with a legal officer Jane
Frances, also attending the Geneva meeting.
Advocacy for Changes in Judicial Practices
FIDA has continued to pioneer change through the Justice sector and
in 2017 FIDA influenced the adoption of best practices by the judiciary
in regards to justice for children. Through FIDA’s participation in the
District Chain Linked Committee (DCC) meetings, FIDA successfully
advocated for handling of cases involving juveniles in chambers rather
than open court; handling children’s cases in the mornings; and allocation
of specific days to children to attend court. FIDA has also encouraged
diversion of cases of children in conflict with the law. Implementation
of these best practices has been undertaken together with the Police at
the Child and Family Protection Unit especially with juveniles charged
with petty offences.
In addition, with support from the Norwegian Embassy and UNFPA,
FIDA undertook concerted advocacy at various stakeholder levels
which led to the implementation of the first ever special SGBV sessions  
in collaboration with the Judiciary. As a result 350 cases were causelisted, heard and disposed of with full community participation in
Karamoja, Teso and Acholi regions. It led to significant reduction of
case back log and enhanced the Judicial Officers’ understanding of the
various aspects of SGBV cases and dimensions. This transformation
was significantly evident in Kotido where case backlog reduced by 78 %.

“Majority of legal problems
in the communities
are about Land rights,
inheritance rights, domestic
violence, children rights
especially education and
early child marriages.”

THEMATIC AREA 2:

Advancing Gender Responsive Governance and Women’s
Effective Participation in Public Life:
Objective:
To promote social accountability, rule of law and gender responsive
governance at local, national and regional levels

FIDA Activities Conducted Under Governance and Advocacy
During 2017

Uganda is widely recognized for its influential position on women
emancipation and empowerment. Uganda’s Constitution provides for
affirmative action and fair representation of marginalized groups and is
reinforced by the Local Government Act which provides that at least
one third of all local government council seats be reserved for women.
Uganda has witnessed a marked increase in the number of women
in politics and decision-making positions. Notably, affirmative action
has realized 25% women composition of parliamentary seat and at
least 30% in local councils. However, low levels of women’s education,
inadequate leadership skills and multiple domestic demands leave
women with little capacity to engage in leadership fora. In addition, social
norms inhibit women’s participation in politics and other spheres of
governance. Moreover, even when women occupy key state structures
in the executive, legislature and judiciary, there is no guarantee that
they will effectively influence these spheres to promote gender parity.

Objective two of FIDA’s Strategic Plan 2015-2020 underscores advancing
gender responsive governance and women’s effective participation in
public life to promote social accountability and gender responsive
governance. FIDA has continuously partnered with women’s groups
and communities, built their capacity to influence social accountability
and gender responsiveness of key governance and public institutions.
FIDA uses multiple actions including public advocacy which has resulted
in increased influence of women lawyers in the public sphere, increased
institutional visibility, making FIDA a house hold name when it comes
to raising and defending women’s concerns.

Summary of Activities Implemented in 2017
Feminist leadership training for female students at Makerere
University
FIDA in partnership with
Akina Mama wa Afrika and
the Gender Mainstreaming
Directorate of Makerere
University organized a two
day Feminist Leadership
training for female students
from 30-31st October 2017.
The training was undertaken
as part of FIDA’s new approach on membership and leadership
development for young women in higher institutions of learning. The
program facilitates development and implementation of student led
initiatives to combat GBV at the university; and is expected in the long
term, to facilitate the building of social movements in the University
and recruitment of allies to invigorate the women’s movement in
Uganda. As a result of the training, female students participants created
“Movement 21st Century” against Violence dubbed “Movement21AV”
to devise strategies to address GBV on the university campus.
Movement21AV conducted a charity walk to create awareness on GBV
and declared every Friday, a day of solidarity against GBV in which
the group would wear orange and black. In addition to awareness,
the group also undertook to conduct discussions with the university
management on mechanisms to reduce GBV, increase accountability
and support for survivors.The article was published by the University
paper
on
https://campusbee.ug/news/makerere-feminists-marchgender-based-violence/
Sexual Reproductive health rights camp
In another partnership with
the Directorate of Gender
Mainstreaming of Makerere
University, FIDA and the
Directorate
of
Gender
mainstreaming organized a
Sexual Reproductive Health
Rights Camp (SRHR) and
mobile legal aid for university
students. The camp was aimed at sensitizing students on SRHR and
avenues for redress in the event of rights violations.This will contribute
to reducing the vulnerability of young women to GBV and build
their capacity to seek accountability for rights violations. Students
appreciated FIDA for organizing the camp, and recommended that
FIDA should work with the University to have more awareness on
Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights. The students also pointed out
that fellow students are not aware of where to report cases or where
to go in the University for help. Students further advocated for the
need for transparency in addressing GBV cases.

Organizations who participated in organizing the camp included FIDA
Uganda, the Centre for Health, Human Rights and Development
(CEHURD) and the Uganda Women’s Network (UWONET) who over
the course of the day shared information on Sexual and Reproductive
Health Rights with the students and also offered legal counsel. The
students also received books and leaflets on legal rights. The camp
was conceived from the fact that there were few programs on sexual
and reproductive health rights, GBV and limited knowledge amongst
students on what to do in case a student becomes a victim of GBV.
There is a high need for legal aid services at the university since most
students study fulltime and are unemployed.
Following the establishment of the Feminist Movement against Sexual
and Gender Based Violence in Makerere (21AV), such camps will
contribute to empowering students to demand for accountability
for GBV from the perpetrators; and for transparent and accountable
action by the university against perpetrators
https://campusbee.ug/news/there-sexual-violence-harrassment-makstudents-reaffirm-fida-camp/

Mentorship of young females
FIDA has continued to mobilize and mentor young women as a
method of enhancing their social justice consciousness as well as
providing them with program management. In 2017 FIDA mentored 10
girls in the programs department, legal aid provision, monitoring and
evaluation. The young women received an opportunity to get hands on
learning on women’s rights work; and they supported staff in their daily
duties. As a learning institution, this mentorship program has generated
a number of lessons for FIDA and has acted as a proactively mentor
young females who will thereafter be recruited into FIDA membership.
The mentorship forms part of FIDA strategy of supporting young
women in leadership hence strengthening rule of law, women’s rights
and gender justice.

Program Advisory Committee meeting (PAC)
FIDA held a program advisory committee meeting in October 2017.
The PACs are structured to provide platforms for discourse on
emerging and topical issues affecting women’s rights in Uganda. The
PAC discussed the “Proposed Land Amendments and its Implications
on Women’s Land Rights”.

Facilitators left to right; Ms. Eunice Musiime-Executive Director Akina Mama Wa Afrika,
Mr. Andrew Karamagi- Governance Specialist at ActionAid Uganda and Mr. Godber
Tumushabe -Associate Director GLISS.

Discussions focused on constitutionalism and good governance calling
for swift responses and visibility of women lawyers on critical issues.
The PAC noted that majority of Ugandans rely on land for their
livelihood and the proposed amendment to land acquisition therefore
threatened their capacity to survive and has the potential to increase
destitution. A call to action was made, with facilitators urging women
lawyers to show solidarity with communities facing injustice, amplify
the voices of the voiceless and demand for accountability for failure
by duty bearers to exercise their mandate in accordance with the law.
It was additionally pointed out that female lawyers could play several
roles to promote land justice including symbolic action, mobilization,
engaging in discourse on various media including social media and
dissemination of information. FIDA members were encouraged to lend
their time and expertise to advocate against the passing of the Bill
through research, analysis and sensitization, among others.
Nevertheless, facilitators emphasized that the proposed amendment on
land should not be viewed in isolation, but as part of the deterioration
of constitutionalism and good governance in the country. Due to the
increasing interest in land by government and the business community,
poor and marginalized communities were increasingly vulnerable to
large scale land evictions.

“Affirmative action
has realized 25%
women composition of
parliamentary seat and
at least 30% in local
councils.”

Advocacy initiatives in 2017

Advocacy continues to be an integral part of FIDA’s work to contribute
to changes in laws, policies and practices to promote women’s rights.
FIDA continued to network with other organizations to ensure
maximum impact of advocacy initiatives. FIDA designed advocacy
initiatives on the rule of law and good governance in Uganda; promoting
gender equality and equity, challenging vulnerability and causes of
vulnerability and the legal and policy environment within which these
factors operate.

Advocacy on the Proposed Amendment to Article 102(B)

FIDA participated in the campaign against the proposed amendments
to the Constitution of Uganda to remove the age limit for the president.
FIDA undertook the following initiatives;
* Press conferences and
Press statement; FIDAUganda organized and
participated in four press
conferences; 21st July, 16th
September, 28th September
and 20th October. Hosting
and
facilitating
NGOs
meeting on land bill and age
limits; FIDA U also organized and hosted partner meetings to
strategically engage on advocacy against the Amendments.
*

Engagement of parliament; FIDA Uganda wrote to the deputy
speaker on 20th September and presented a position on the
proposed amendments, FIDA-U also mobilized stakeholders
to parliament to meet the relevant committee and follow
proceedings from the parliamentary gallery

*

Preparation of guidelines on sureties: FIDA U prepared
guidelines for sureties and has played an active role in mobilizing
for sureties for arrested persons.

*

Media Engagement: FIDA-Uganda appeared on several TV
and radio programs discussing the amendments and actions
thereunder.
* ULS Rule of Law Cluster
Meeting: FIDA-U through
the CEO and membership
participated in the ULS Rule
of Law symposium and in
doing so contributed to the
development of strategies
towards the Amendments.

*

Social media engagement; FIDA-Uganda has utilized social media
to advocate against the passing of the law, supporting actions
and disseminating relevant information regarding the same.

*

Organized Program Advisory Committee meeting on the
Amendments; FIDA Uganda organized the PAC meeting to
specifically address the issue of the Amendments and develop a
common position for engagement.

*

Solidarity visits to MPs arrested at Nagalama: After the raid of
parliament, FIDA-U organized and participated in the solidarity
visit to various MPS who were arrested for opposing the
amendments and organized for legal support.

*

Contribution to fundraising for youth arrested: FIDA-U also
fundraised for facilitation of legal, moral and financial support
to the youth arrested while campaigning against the proposed
Amendment.

Other advocacy activities
SMART CHOICE campaign

The smart choice campaign
comprises of a series of
empowerment messages for
women to reduce vulnerability
through smart rights-related
choices. This campaign was
launched during the 16 days
activism and has had significant
impact women as more cases
have been registered at FIDA
offices since more women are
now aware of the available options. The campaigns run on NTV and
Bukedde FM. The campaigns have had an extensive coverage and the
impact has been felt through the success stories where clients have
sought out will forms and other opened businesses. Through this
campaign, FIDA gave women the opportunity to develop a sense of
independence and a respected voice within their communities.
http://knowledge.geopoll.com/uganda-media-measurement-kgmm-report
Celebration of Women’s Day

On March 8 every year, International
Women’s Day is celebrated to felicitate
women and their achievements.
Women have come a long way in
their struggle for equality, but there
is still a long distance to cover. As a
value addition for the campaign, NTV
Uganda hosted FIDA-Uganda for TV
talk shows on women’s day themed;
women’s empowerment a vehicle for
change. Usually the norm is that for International Women’s Day FIDA

organizes celebratory activities where we recognize and honor women
for their achievements and contributions. However in 2017, FIDA
jointly with the women’s movement took time to reflect on the plight
of women, especially working women across all sectors in Uganda.
The 2017 theme for International Women’s Day, 8 March, focused on
women in the changing world of work. The world of work is changing,
with significant implications for women. On one hand, technological
advances and globalization bring unprecedented opportunities for
those who can access them. On the other hand, there is growing
informality of labor, income inequality and humanitarian crises. Women
emancipation appears to have created empowerment opportunities
for women, but have brought unintended consequences. Women are
still expected to mind the family while they work for an income.Within
this spectrum, many men have reneged on their parental/provider
responsibilities, increasing the burden on women.
FIDA undertook the following activities throughout the women’s
month:
* Participated in the women’s movement press conference
under the theme “Retire the Hoe”.The campaign was aimed
at lobbying government to consider safe work place options
for women, including protective mechanisms to ensure the
safety and rights of women at the work place.The campaign
run through the month on all social media platforms.
* Participated in national celebrations in Dokolo where the
economic justice cluster facilitated one of its beneficiaries
to take part in the exhibition to share lessons on FIDA’s
economic empowerment program in Luweero district and
Northern Uganda.

*

*

Took part in two television talk shows online debates in
collaboration with NTV and radio talk shows with Power
FM, Pearl FM.
Finalized two documentaries through two of our programs;
“Beyond the kitchen” which tells the story of women’s
empowerment from the traditional roles in the kitchen to
empowered women who now participate in decision making
at different levels. The second documentary - “the plight
of women in the horticulture industry” shed light on the
plight of women in the horticulture industry and avenues
for intervention. The economic justice documentary was
shared during the CSW with key partners and used as an
advocacy tool.

Participation on the Commission on the Status of Women

The 61st Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) meeting in
….. focused on “the empowerment of indigenous women”. “FIDAUganda, EASSI and NAWOU under the economic justice program
hosted a joint side event under the theme “Breaking Barriers to
Women’s Access to Economic Justice”. Through this side event, the
partners steered a debate on strengthening women’s access to justice
and capacity to organize, network and collective action for improved
access to information, resources, market and sustainable livelihoods.
The advocacy department worked jointly with the partners to develop
IEC materials for the event as well as spearheaded online advocacy
on pertinent issues that were discussed during the side event. Among
the IEC were flyers and the joint newsletter in addition to the video
documentary.
A direct outcome of FIDA’s participation in the CSW was…………
Support to departments/Networking
In 2017 FIDA-Uganda developed two newsletters:
* The institutional newsletter on …… which was shared
with members and stakeholders,
* The newsletter for the CSW which documented FIDA’s
activities. It was shared as an advocacy tool during the CSW.
Activism against gender-based violence
Through its various actions to end gender-based violence against
women, FIDA remains committed to end gender based violence
against women and girls. In 2017, FIDA-Uganda conducted a number
of activities such as:
* Participating in the 16 days of activism campaigns to
contribute to efforts to reducing gender based violence in
our communities.
* Conducted several SMART CHOICE campaigns on UBC
TV.- The smart choice campaign comprises of a series of
empowerment messages for women to reduce vulnerability
through smart rights related choices.
* Awareness creation through radio talk shows, TV shows,
delivering messages of encouragement to people to actively
participate in efforts to eradicate violence against women
and children.

*

*

*

Meeting with the judges and senior female and male
advocates in Kampala to discuss the role of judiciary in
enhancing access to justice for women. The meeting was
also focused on gender based violence and access to justice.
“With the theme, the role of judicial officers in enhancing
access to justice for women”.
Conducted 5 community outreach sessions in the districts
of Kabale, Kapchorwa, Lwengo, Moroto and Kampala
reaching 4421 people.

Through social media and engagement with cultural
leaders, FIDA conducted mass mobilization of all persons
to promote collective responsibility in the fight to eradicate
violence, and emphasized on the fact that the solution lies
within all of us.

Engagement in the facts finding mission of the women murders
in Entebbe.
FIDA- Uganda together with HURINET and other CSO’s participated
in the fact finding mission through interviewing the victim’s families,
local leaders, security officers and Journalists from various media
houses. This fact finding mission sought to interrogate the use for the
women’s murder in Entebbe and Nansana.The report was finalized and
will be discussed at a joint dialogue with state and non-state actors.
Campaign on “Not another woman” - on the Entebbe murders.
Uganda experienced a series of
murders of women in Entebbe
town, Wakiso district in 2017.
Noting that the murders were
going on unabated and no tangible
information on perpetrators was
coming forth, FIDA and other
CSOs embarked on a campaign
dubbed
“NOT
ANOTHER
WOMAN” to lobby and advocate government to take action and
priories investigations into the murders of women in Entebbe. The
campaign comprised of a series of empowerment messages for the
public and the members of parliament to advocate and demand for

protection of women by the state and accountability by government for
the loss of lives of women in Entebbe. This campaign was launched on
2nd September at the national gallery. This activism has had significant
impact in putting pressure on the government to give a report on the
murder of the women in Entebbe.
On Tuesday 4th September 2017, FIDA participated in women Activism
move led by former minister Maria Matembe and the Chief Executive
Officer of FIDA Ms. Irene Ovonji Odida who went to parliament to
express their dissatisfaction with the continued death of women and
demand that government states its position on the matter. Through
activism in parliament, Members of parliament moved a motion for the
murders to be considered a matter of national emergency. Aruu county
MP Hon Odonga Otto called for parliament to be suspended until the
government tabled its position.

Women activists at parliament with the leader of opposition Hon. Winnie Kizza

Advocacy on the Marriage Bill 2017
In August 2017 FIDA participated in a reflection and strategizing
meeting with Uganda Women Parliamentarians Association (UWOPA)
on the Marriage Bill 2017. In order to establish the extent to which
it meets human rights standards for protection of women rights,
examine the gains and losses from the marriage and divorce bill and
make recommendations for ways of making the bill better so that it
can be passed into law. After reviewing the bill, FIDA-Uganda made the
following recommendations;That the bill should clearly define domicile
and harmonize the concept of dependent domicile, That Marriage be
re-defined as a voluntary union between a man and a woman for life in
any of the recognized forms of marriages as provided by law, until it is
dissolved either by death or an order of a competent court,
FIDA also participated in activities of the legal fraternity including
ULS, EALS, and Public Interest Litigation networks including facilitating
a session on young women lawyers at the EALS conference; and
contributing to a joint session with other EA FIDA chapters. This has

continued to further the initiative which FIDA Uganda took in 2017
to raise the profile of FIDA in the legal sector and to build a FIDA EA
network. The Secretariat engaged on advocacy on strategic issues such
as the legal aid policy under LASPNET umbrella, special courts for GBV.
AS one of the priority group identified in the strategic plan, FIDA
organized an engagement with women judges in an effort to further
develop the focus of FIDAs programming in the judiciary, possibly
around equal opportunities, affirmative action and protection for
instance during sexual harassment.
Unfair disciplinary action against judicial officers
FIDA-Uganda also developed a position paper challenging the unfair
disciplinary action that was taken against Ms. Rosemary Namuwanga a
court clerk / interpreter attached to Kasangati Court over allegations
of inappropriate dressing in violation of Public Service Establishment
Notice No. 1 of 2017.
Regional conference on strategies for implementation of ICGLR
instruments on sexual and gender based violence
In partnership with RTF, FIDA participated in the regional conference
on strategies for implementation of the International Conference on
the Great Lakes Region (ICGLR) instruments on sexual and gender
based violence at Munyonyo commonwealth resort in December 2017.
The 2011 Kampala declaration defined the actions to be undertaken to
prevent the occurrence of SGBV, end impunity for sexual crimes and
provide support with legal, financial, medical and psychosocial support.
During the meeting, FIDA obtained a commitment from the Principal
Judge that he would establish Specialized Courts for GBV victims.

FIDA Senior Legal Counsel and head of the Strategic Interest Litigation Ms. Annet
Bada presenting FIDA’s work in addressing Human Trafficking as a form of SGBV at the
regional conference on strategies for implementation of the IGCLR on SGBV In the
Great Lakes.

FIDA also chaired the session with Ministers of Gender from member
countries of great lakes on gender responsive budgeting and how the
states can spearhead the implementation of the ICGLR instruments.
Working within the ICGLR, FIDA has FIDA has succeeded in engaging
with regional governments to institutionalize the application of ICGLR
instruments by governments in the region. This is in addition to FIDA’s
work on anti-trafficking and SGBV.

Delegates at the conference on Gender responsive budgeting and implementation of
the Kampala Declaration (prevention of SGBV)

Media advocacy and information
FIDA’s advocacy officer participated in a training on Lobby and
Advocacy including media advocacy for HIVOS partners in East Africa.
The training built her capacity and skills in turning advocacy issues into
Agenda items of various platforms; policy formulation; and legitimizing
and resource mobilization for advocacy.
FIDA developed GUIDELINES ON SURETIES FOR AN ARRESTED
OR ACCUSED PERSON. The guidelines define police bond and court
bail, sureties and who can be a surety, requirements for sureties, and
their obligations to create awareness of the law to activists.

“Women emancipation
appears to have
created empowerment
opportunities for women,
but have brought
unintended consequences.”

THEMATIC AREA 3:

Promote social-Economic Rights and Justice for women
Objective:
To promote accountability for the enactment and implementation of
legal and policy frameworks for women’s socio-economic justice
FIDA’s work is a response to the social and economic context of
Uganda. Whereas Uganda has progressive laws to promote gender
empowerment and equality, significant implementation gaps persist.
Uganda’s neoliberal development model has led to high economic
growth, but with high income inequality. There is also increasing
income disparity based on gender, class, region and location. Women
empowerment enabled women to participate in economic activities,
but many factors work against women while on the road to economic
empowerment. These include poor education and early marriages
which force women out of school and thus relegate them to low
paying jobs. Empowerment also increased burdens on women, with
men relegating home maintenance costs to women; and women having
to work twice as hard to stay in the work place as well as doing unpaid
work at their homes. Women’s labor rights are at risk when it comes
to maternity leave in informal employment. In agricultural communities,
women’s labor is usually exploited when they are used to grow crops
but do not benefit from the harvests. FIDA also observes shifting
gender roles, with children increasingly taking household headship due
to their orphaned status thus exposing them to exploitative forms of
labor.
FIDA’s strategic plan 2015-2020 provides for thematic work on
strengthening civic action on socio-economic justice with the following
expected outcomes:
*

Strategic alliances and coalitions mobilized and having a
strong voice on women’s rights and socio-economic justice.

*

Pro-poor and gender-responsive laws and policy frameworks
aligned with regional and international commitments,
enforced by duty bearers and supported by civic actors
to ensure socio-economic justice in the key areas affecting
women.

FIDA Work on Socio-Economic Justice in 2017
With support from FOKUS, FIDA was enabled to build capacities
of partner organizations to enhance gender equality and women’s
economic empowerment. Through this FIDA contributed to the
National Development PlanII, The Gender Policy and Sustainable
Development Goals 1,2,5,10 and16 that speak to ending poverty, hunger,
and gender equality; and reducing inequalities and Justice. FIDA also
contributed to Vision 2040 which recognizes that gender equality and
women economic empowerment contribute to social transformation.

Media Advocacy

FIDA media to highlight the need for women economic empowerment.
Media empowerment and advocacy engaged enabled FIDA to reach a
wider audience. FIDA broadcast spot messages on women economic
empowerment on NTV. One advocacy meeting featured on Uganda
Broadcasting Service (UBC) news and Star TV respectively. The
messaged shared success stories of women’s economic empowerment,
which increased knowledge and awareness amongst women of the
need for economic independence. Another success story was an
interview of a disabled woman on mama FM- who was given platform
to represent and advocate for the rights of disabled persons and
the possible capabilities and benefits of empowerment in their lives.
Messages promoting women economic rights featured on social media
like twitter and face book. 571 people participated in the social media
discussions.
FIDA further used the available platform to speak to economic justice
and empowerment. FIDA-U facilitated radio programs on women
economic justice and advertised its activities on Capital and Beat FM.
The adverts increased awareness on efforts undertaken by women to
lobby and advocate to Luwero district to advance women’s economic
development in district programs.The mobilization meetings are heavily
attended by women, which has supported the building of pressure
against the district to advance the empowerment of women. FOKUS
support to FIDA attracted the interest of the LG; and the Resident
District Commissioner showcased the project beyond Luwero district.
The Minister of Trade has pledged support and commitment to the
project
The Project Women group leaders were availed platforms to speak
to their progress and individual successes as well as the benefits of
this empowerment and the voice it accords them. Women group
leaders have become FIDA’s voices on economic empowerment. They
have also provided solidarity and support to women whose labor
rights have been violated. Supporting women groups has increased
their knowledge and confidence on the law and their rights. Women
group leaders can now confidently speak to and on behalf of women
whose rights are violated.Views expressed by women economic issues
in Luwero was an eye opener to viewers and listeners; and thereby
created rights awareness of women’s social and economic rights at
national level.

Advocacy meetings (women mobilization meetings with local
leaders)
FIDA conducted four advocacy meetings targeting people with disabilities
(PWDs), community members, district leadership, local council leaders,
women counselors and sub county chiefs. The meetings were aimed at
creating awareness and advocacy on women economic rights; including
PWDs. FIDA also used the meetings to lobby for local government
support towards advancing women economic development and
including PWDs work plans. 272 persons were reached, 31 of whom
were PWDs. As a result of the program on economic empowerment,
Luwero district committed itself to revive the disability grant; and
lobby for increased budget for women entrepreneurship and business
programs.
A key milestone under this objective is that the disability grant has since
been revived in Luwero district and PWDs will be enabled to access
funding to enhance their economic empowerment and further their
individual and collective causes. On the other hand, the Luwero district
reproductive health budget was doubled from five to ten million. This
will contribute to the holistic approach that FIDA offers that not only
addresses the legal and economic justice issues pertaining to a woman
but does include the reproductive health that ensures a healthy whole
being.
We through our engagement with the District officials and other
duty bearers and particularly the Gender officer, FIDA successfully
lobbied for six women groups to access the Uganda Women Economic
Empowerment Program, a national program which funds women
programs. This is a major success that will greatly contribute to the
success of the project and its sustainability
Legal Sensitizations
FIDA conducted legal sensitizations on several topics related to
women’s social and economic rights in 13 sub counties in Luwero
District. Sensitization topics included property ownership; control
of family income; making wills; land rights including land acquisition
and ownership, inheritance and succession rights. Women were also
sensitized on the benefits and processes of registering businesses; the
law of contracts; intellectual property rights and economic rights. 25
women groups participated in the sensitization, reaching 745 people
including women, men, youth and PWDs. The different groups had
unique and special needs ranging from legal needs, social-economic
related issues among others.
Sensitization is a proactive and preventative empowerment strategy
which provided beneficiaries with information which they can use in
case they encounter legal problems and/or; to prevent legal problems.
Follow up meetings revealed that women are now vigilant about
ownership of property and the benefits it offers, such as increased
production, increased access to financing through use of that land as
collateral. As a result, women have learnt to demand for the inclusion
of their names on land purchase agreements where it is purchased with

their partners as opposed to merely witnessing the transactions which
was previously the norm. This also explains the number of property
cases registered by women as compared to the previous years.
Evaluation of legal sensitization revealed that about 70% of women are
aware of their rights compared to 44% at the beginning of the FOKUS
project in Luwero.
Community Dialogues
FIDA conducted 14 community dialogues amongst women groups and
the community. The dialogues focused on identifying women economic
empowerment issues and the hindrances as well imparting knowledge
on financial management and saving skills, creating economic and legal
rights awareness amongst women groups. The community dialogues
reached 20 women groups and all in all, 1302 (485M, 817F) people
were reached. Out of these, 144 were PWDs. Through the community
dialogues, 18 land/ property cases were referred and reported by
women and handled in FIDA’s Luwero office. Community engagement
revealed that awareness of economic rights had awakened women,
and they are not more engaged in and participate in economic
activities like small businesses. In fact, women have since attained more
responsibilities at in their homesteads.
Community Dialogues
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Rights awareness has enabled women to realize their potential; and they
now work hard to have investments in their own names. For example
in the places visited at least 45% of women visited are able to earn a
small income and have had their ability strengthened to take care of
their homesteads thus revealing women economic independence and a
level of attainment for economic justice.
Community outreach/ mobile legal aid clinics
FIDA conducted seven community outreach sessions/mobile clinics,
reaching 142 people. ….. cases were registered during the mobile
clinics and of these, six were followed up, four were concluded and
two are in court. 20 cases were mediated and concluded; and 10

cases were referred to other service providers. Mobile clinics enable
community members who would not otherwise have been able to
come to FIDA officers to report their cases as legal aid services are
made more accessible. Mobile clinics have contributed to the increase
in number of cases received by FIDA’s Luwero office and restored the
faith of Luwero community members in the legal system as a means
of addressing and settling disputes. The faith extends to duty bearers
such as the judiciary, police who recognize the value and contribution
of the project.
Building Networks- Network meetings
In 2017 FIDA held 16 meetings with district leaders including the RDC,
District planner, Chief Administrative Officer, Senior Gender officer,
Community development officers, town clerk and Mayor. Meetings
were also held with women councilors, local council leaders, and
District chairperson for PWDs. FIDA also met with JLOS Institutions
like resident State Attorney, Grade one magistrate, Probation Welfare
Officer and Police.
FIDA further participated in a network meeting with Uganda Registration
services Bureau and Centenary Bank where information on business
registration and loan acquisition was shared with women group
representatives. The meetings helped in building a supportive network
to enhance access to economic justice for women. This evidenced by
the continuous support from URSB to provide 500 copies of business
registration forms, business IEC materials on business registration to
the project women groups, sensitize and support business registration
of women. Centenary bank also committed itself to support women
with registered businesses to acquire loans; and to sensitize mobilized
women groups on best saving practices to advance women’s economic
growth and development.
Legal aid provision on economic rights
FIDA provided legal aid to women in cases involving economic
empowerment and land ownership.Owning land by women is a significant
variable on empowerment as land is a source of food, productivity, and
shelter which are key indicators when determining poverty status. Land
is also used as collateral for loans. Legal aid services have supported
women to acquire ownership of assets through supporting them to
register their business and land and also enabled them to claim for
their rights. Women were also supported to register their businesses
to enhance their ownership and legal rights over the businesses. Out
of 50 businesses forwarded for registration, 21 were approved and
attained certificates of registration. 12 women were assisted to reclaim
their properties through FIDA-Luwero office and their cases have been
settled thus enhancing their economic empowerment.

4.

Monitoring and Evaluation

FIDA undertakes purposeful monitoring and evaluation to monitor
the progress of implementation of the organization’s activities and
progress towards outcomes. Monitoring and evaluation enabled us to
provide support, guidance and recommendations to improve project
implementation. FIDA deployed the M&EO to all field offices to train
and guide program officers on project implementation. In the last
quarter of 2017 FIDA in partnership with NAWOU (which funded
the training) trained all staff on deepening quality of programming. The
end of year staff retreat sessions by the CEO and DoP respectively
focused on aligning project objectives and implementing methodology
to FIDA strategic plan; and quality reporting. FIDA has noted
remarkable improvement in reporting. Sessions on financial reporting
and compliance were also undertaken by DFA/ Accountant and
Treasurer respectively; attended by two board members. FIDA staff
were also treated to a received session session on public speaking and
Toastmasters by senior member Norah Matovu.
During monitoring visits, FIDA also undertakes courtesy calls to project
stakeholders to get their input into project implementation and any
recommendations. These visits also reinforce the relationship between
FIDA and stakeholders, to ensure their increased support and buy-in
into the project. After monitoring is undertaken, review meetings are
held to share findings from monitoring and agree on the way forward.
FIDA also undertook purposive reviews of specific projects. A Midterm review of the FOKUS funded project in Luwero was undertaken
to check on project progress and make recommendations to improve
project implementation. The MTR revealed among others that:
*

The economic justice project is aligned to national
economic justice
* The
development priorities - the NDPII which recognizes that
project is aligned to
agriculture remains the backbone of Uganda’s economy
national development
employing about 72% of the total labor force with 77%
priorities - the NDPII
of whom are women mostly residing in rural areas. The
which recognizes that
project has contributed to the regional and international
agriculture remains the
agendas as already outlined such as the SDGs , Agenda 2040
backbone of Uganda’s
and SCR 1325.
economy employing about
72% of the total labor
force with 77% of whom
are women mostly residing
in rural areas. The project
has contributed to the
regional and international
agendas as already outlined
Percentage of women
such as the SDGs , Agenda
making up Agricultural
2040 and SCR 1325.
labour force

77%

*

*

Women in the target district are largely unaware of
their rights and that increasing awareness amongst the
target groups and beneficiaries was most relevant to the
project. Awareness conducted by the time of the MTR
revealed a 26% increment in knowledge of rights amongst
beneficiaries – from 44% at the beginning of the project, to
70%. Increased awareness about property rights has also
enhanced women’s vigilance about ownership of property
especially land and businesses.
Women’s participation in decision making at local levels had
improved from 36% in 2015 to 40% in 2017. Several women
counselors are beneficiaries under the project, women are
passionate about leadership as they feel their participation
ensures and secures promotion, respect and security of
matters affecting women and other vulnerable groups.

The findings of the review guided FIDA on areas of improvement in
order to achieve the project’s intended results. For instance, having
learnt that women still faced constraints in registering and owning
productive assets, massive sanitizations was reinforces on business
and land registration. FIDA devised means on creating funds for
business registration and also established linkages with URSB (Uganda
Registration services Bureau) to provide information and support on
business registration. URSB availed 500 copies of business registration
forms and IEC materials on business registration which were
disseminated amongst women groups. Links were also built with Buganda
land Board to guide on processes and benefits on business registration;
and also supported and encouraged women in communities to secure
their land and Bibanja through massive registration of Buganda land at
a promotion price (from 350,0000/= to 100,000/=).
FIDA was primarily set up to provide support to poor and vulnerable
women. FIDA’s services are thereby primarily targeted towards
women. Majority of cases handles by FIDA relate to child support in
respect of women aged 18-35 who seek support for looking after their
children. FIDA thereby largely serves women who are youth. FIDA
also undertakes empowerment programs in schools thereby targeting
girls below 18 years. The empowerment and advocacy programs in
the universities targets educated girls above 18 and below 25 years
who are susceptible to GBV. FIDA works with youth to mobilize other
youth to attend community awareness events; and has incorporated
youth targeted programs like sexual reproductive health and economic
empowerment in her programing
FIDA acknowledges that men are power holders in the family and
community; and they play roles in promoting women’s access to justice.
FIDA engages men while discussing violence against women and girls;
and property rights of women. FIDA’s CLVs are comprised of men and
women, with 60% of CLVs being men. Most cases involving recalcitrant
men are easily resolved by male CLVs. Men have also supported and
participated in mobilizing communities for legal sensitizations. Men
have also benefited from the legal services offered in FIDA-Office and

as a result this has dispelled bias and beliefs among most men and
other categories that the project targets only women groups and thus
safe guarding the security of women. The project has created male
champions amongst the community that often times refer the cases to
the relevant offices.
FIDA is the only legal aid provider in Kapchorwa and Kamuli districts.
As an organization which utilizes a Human Rights Based Approach,
FIDA provides a comprehensive service to poor and vulnerable people
within these geographical areas. In other cases FIDA has noted that
legal cases involving men have a direct and devastating effect on his wife
and children; and that protecting the man’s rights would directly benefit
the woman and children, who are FIDA’s primary beneficiaries. It is in
this vein that FIDA intensified its prison decongestion program which
is aimed at reducing the impact of a man’s imprisonment on his family.
* registration and ownership of productive assets like land
and businesses. In addition, women are marginalized in skills
development, access to financial resources and inheritance
rights. Support and trainings for women led to improved
business skills in packaging, branding and marketing.
*

Women in the target district are largely unaware of
their rights and that increasing awareness amongst the
target groups and beneficiaries was most relevant to the
project. Awareness conducted by the time of the MTR
revealed a 26% increment in knowledge of rights amongst
beneficiaries – from 44% at the beginning of the project, to
70%. Increased awareness about property rights has also
enhanced women’s vigilance about ownership of property
especially land and businesses.

*

Women’s participation in decision making at local levels had
improved from 36% in 2015 to 40% in 2017. Several women
counselors are beneficiaries under the project, women are
passionate about leadership as they feel their participation
ensures and secures promotion, respect and security of
matters affecting women and other vulnerable groups.

The findings of the review guided FIDA on areas of improvement in
order to achieve the project’s intended results. For instance, having
learnt that women still faced constraints in registering and owning
productive assets, massive sanitizations was reinforces on business
and land registration. FIDA devised means on creating funds for
business registration and also established linkages with URSB (Uganda
Registration services Bureau) to provide information and support on
business registration. URSB availed 500 copies of business registration
forms and IEC materials on business registration which were
disseminated amongst women groups. Links were also built with Buganda
land Board to guide on processes and benefits on business registration;
and also supported and encouraged women in communities to secure
their land and Bibanja through massive registration of Buganda land at
a promotion price (from 350,0000/= to 100,000/=).

5. Gender and Youth
FIDA was primarily set up to provide support to poor and vulnerable
women. FIDA’s services are thereby primarily targeted towards
women. Majority of cases handles by FIDA relate to child support in
respect of women aged 18-35 who seek support for looking after their
children. FIDA thereby largely serves women who are youth. FIDA
also undertakes empowerment programs in schools thereby targeting
girls below 18 years. The empowerment and advocacy programs in
the universities targets educated girls above 18 and below 25 years
who are susceptible to GBV. FIDA works with youth to mobilize other
youth to attend community awareness events; and has incorporated
youth targeted programs like sexual reproductive health and economic
empowerment in her programing
FIDA acknowledges that men are power holders in the family and
community; and they play roles in promoting women’s access to justice.
FIDA engages men while discussing violence against women and girls;
and property rights of women. FIDA’s CLVs are comprised of men and
women, with 60% of CLVs being men. Most cases involving recalcitrant
men are easily resolved by male CLVs. Men have also supported and
participated in mobilizing communities for legal sensitizations. Men
have also benefited from the legal services offered in FIDA-Office and
as a result this has dispelled bias and beliefs among most men and
other categories that the project targets only women groups and thus
safe guarding the security of women. The project has created male
champions amongst the community that often times refer the cases to
the relevant offices.
FIDA is the only legal aid provider in Kapchorwa and Kamuli districts.
As an organization which utilizes a Human Rights Based Approach,
FIDA provides a comprehensive service to poor and vulnerable people
within these geographical areas. In other cases FIDA has noted that
legal cases involving men have a direct and devastating effect on his wife
and children; and that protecting the man’s rights would directly benefit
the woman and children, who are FIDA’s primary beneficiaries. It is in
this vein that FIDA intensified its prison decongestion program which
is aimed at reducing the impact of a man’s imprisonment on his family.
In addition to gender and youth considerations, FIDA notes that poor
and vulnerable people are not homogeneous; and that within these
categories some people are worse off than others. FIDA’s engagements
therefore ensure equal participation of PWDs, youths, ethnic minorities,
marginalized women, youths and men. FIDA has engaged and involved
all categories of people in legal sensitizations, handled cases and
built networks with all categories of people while using the human
rights based approach. As a result of this close relationship, the Albino
Association was formulated and registered of which FIDA is patron to.

6. Membership and Governance
Objective:
To strengthen FIDA Uganda’s institutional framework and capacity to
champion gender justice and equality for women
FIDA is a membership organization and the engagement of FIDA
members in its work and engagement significantly contribute to
strengthening and maintain FIDA’s vibrancy. FIDA’s priority focus
under this objective remains increased and strengthened membership
engagement and development

Membership Engagement:

FIDA engaged its members in various activities, capacity building,
lobbying, advocacy and networking forums.
FIDA organized a membership forum in October 2017 to brainstorm
on mentorship. The meeting followed the interest expressed by senior
FIDA members to give back to FIDA through mentoring young lawyers,
thereby contributing to the growth of the women movement. The
meeting was facilitated by Ms. Eunice Musiime who shared AMWA’s
approach to mentorship. FIDA will institutionalize the mentorship
program in 2018 and make it a member-driven activity.
Another way in which FIDA engaged its members was through the
introduction of a senior FIDA members’ whatsup group convened by
MGC convener Carol.The whatsup group significantly increased member
engagement; and was used by FIDA to make key announcements on
upcoming events or activities which require membership engagement.
The secretarial continues to engage members through PACs, members’
forums, and program activities. A proposal to set up a committee
comprised of practicing lawyers to litigate rule of law cases was not
put into effect. FIDA intends to initiate strategic litigation cases, so this
would provide a good opportunity to put this proposal into effect as
FIDA will require lawyers to argue its cases in court.
These engagements have increased members’ understanding of their
role in creating political, legal and social environments that reflect an
understanding of the realities of women’s lives and addresses women’s
rights in leadership spaces. Members have been involved in advocacy
campaigns to create awareness on violence faced by women. Members
have also actively participate in community sensitizations, provision of
legal services, training of CLVs and cultural leaders; training informal
justice system on dispute resolution, training women and girls Living
with HIV (WGLHIV) on legal frameworks,.
FIDA has an effective and efficient governance and management
hierarchy. FIDA is led by a Board, which provides oversight and
strategic guidance to the organization on behalf of the trustees and
general assembly of members. In 2017 FIDA board meetings were
held quarterly. The board also has committees to …… There are …

committees to date comprised of ………………

Governance:
The board delegates authority to the management team which is led by
the CEO. FIDA’s organizational structure consists of two directorates
i.e. Programs; and Finance and Administration. Each Directorate has
two departments. Under the Programs Directorate lies the Programs
Department and the Legal Aid Department, while the Human Resource
and Administration Department and the Finance Department fall
under the Finance and Administration Directorate. Each Directorate
is headed by a director and each Department by a Manager or Senior
Officer. FIDA also has regional offices headed by Senior Officers who
report to the Managers, and the managers to the Directors.

7. Fundraising and Finance
Diversification of funding

FIDA’s strategic plan underscores the need to diversify FIDA’s funding
sources to ensure that the organization has sufficient funds to meet the
objectives set out in the strategic plan. In 2017 FIDA identified diverse
fundraising tools including individual sponsorship, corporate fundraising
and crowd funding. However, FIDA is yet to receive any traction
through these strategies. As a result, the ratio of FIDA’s unrestricted
income to restricted income remains poor. Our performance in 2017
did not match expectations and resulted in funding gaps for operational
costs especially non-project salaries. Nevertheless the Grants Advisor
continues to streamline and improve our donor fundraising operations;
which has helped improve our turnaround time for proposal
development.
We also note the need to engage the board and active members to
encourage the increasing of members’ financial contribution to FIDA.  
As management we continue to try to align fundraising to the strategic
plan mission priorities.

2017 Analytical Financial Performance
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Operating / Admin costs
Total Expenditure

2,900,087,599
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Income Trend Analysis: 2013 - 2017
Actuals
Budgeted
income raised income

Performance Annual
- Actual Vs
growthBudget(%)
Actual
Income(%)

2013 3,565,840,650 3,732,145,055

95.54

2014 4,372,009,034 4,065,272,741

107.55

22.61

Annual
GrowthBudgeted
income(%)
8.93
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-1.94
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During the year 2017, FIDA Uganda raised Ugx 3,822,748,928 from
development partners, like MacArthur, DGF,TDH, FOKUS, UN Women,
UNFPA,  AJWS . This was for financing  2017 activities

Activity implementation trend Analysis
Actual spend
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We spent Uganda shillings 4,121,315,370 against budgeted funds of
Uganda shillings 4,343,275,647 provided by our development partners
to finance the 2017 work plan.

7. Human Resources and
Administration:
FIDA continued to maintain staff and the secretariat in 2017. We
further maintained …… staffed branch offices. There is increased staff
diversity in various aspects including professional disciplines and other
parameters such as age, gender, ethnicity, disability; in line with the
strategic plan. In 2017 FIDA paid attention to improving staff rewards
and motivation through emphasis on health.

8. FIDA House
FIDA’s board made a decision in 2016 to develop a new Architectural
Plan for FIDA House upon where after, an architectural firm was
selected through a competitive process and contracted to develop the
plan. However, not much progress was made on approving the plan and
financing of the FIDA house. Management would like to elicit members’
ideas and proposals to take this forward.

9. Challenges
FIDA’s successes in 2017 have not been without challenges.
*

The persistent challenge continues to be the continuous
dependence on donor funding which affects our capacity
to build the institution and remain organizationally
sustainable and fulfil the aspirations of the strategic plan.
There is urgent need to develop a business plan for FIDA
to enable the organization to diversity its funding sources
and reduce donor dependence. Ending of donor projects in
funded districts has led to closure of offices, which creates
a negative impression on FIDA; and mixed feelings from
CLVs who rely on FIDA’s institutional backing to deliver
legal assistance.

*

FIDA’s capacity to fully implement its mandate for
supporting poor and vulnerable women is affected by the
donor dependence in relation to the overwhelming demand.
Some of FIDA’s offices are staffed by just a lawyer who
does all the work in the office, leading to stress and burn
out. FIDA has had situations where the legal officer goes
on maternity leave and there is no one to man the office.
It is usually difficult to get stand-ins as the other lawyers
are working in their duty stations; and donor budgets are
normally stringent in that they do not allow re-allocations
from activities to staff costs. There is need to effectively
staff the offices to ensure effective service delivery and to
cover for FIDA staff who go on maternity leave.

10. Conclusion
FIDA has had a busy year which saw our clientele increase by over
300%. Our clients were mainly female youths who were seeking for
legal support to enable them look after their children. Even though our
clients are disadvantaged, they show courage and determination; and
we are privileged to advocate on their behalf and give them a voice.
We are continually inspired by the work of our staff, and FIDA’s
members’ engagement in our work. We thank them for working
tirelessly, and making an invaluable contribution to helping our clients,
who suffer deep and persistent disadvantage. We are very grateful for
their dedication and professionalism.
We would also like to thank and acknowledge FIDA’s Board which
has provided invaluable guidance and support during the year; and our
partners with whom we have been able to collaborate and innovate
justice for the betterment of poor and vulnerable persons.
We look forward to another busy, challenging and inspiring year. But
most of all, we look forward to continuing the important work we do.

12. FIDA Uganda Board Members
2017
POSITION		
Chairperson		

BOARD MEMBER
Dr. Damalie Naggita-Musoke

Vice Chairperson		

Sophie Kyagulanyi

Treasurer		

Jane Okelowange

Member			Harriet Ityang
Member			

Caroline Kabugho Byakutaga

Member			

Victoria Nakintu Katamba

Member			

Judith P Nsenge

Member			

Lydia Namuli Lubega

Member			

Beatrice Mulindwa Ngonzi

13. Staff Within the Year, 2017
2017 staff list
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Irene Ovonji-Odida
Jane Rose Taaka
Liliane Byarugaba Adriko
Mercy Grace Munduru
Irene Ekonga
Elizabeth Nabitiko Yiga
Roselyne Katusiime
Josephine Kamesi
Richard M. Tusuubira
Sauda A. Mudondo
Josephine Bikufa
Victoria Bwenene
Harriet Olanya
Lillian Kobusingye
Julie Olule
Joan Kirabo Suubi
Jane Frances Apolot
Jane Frances Alupo
Harriet Nabankema
Florenece Epodoi
Susan Murungi
Eva Leni
Gloria Nakaayi
Svieta Elizabeth Ssemwezi
Esther Nanfuma
Stella Irene Naluwende
Jerry Semakula
Caroline Muyodi Moiti
Enock Semwanga
Ahamed Kikomeko
Stephen Anguyo

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Jonathan Were
Annet Babirye
Joanita Asiimwe
Nelson Agaba
Agnes Natukunda
Victoria Mufumba
Charles Kikudu
Beatrice Barbara Angufiru
Aaron Rauxen Amani
Margaret Atim
Rachael Ampaire Mishambi
Robinah Namatovu
Charles Namakhola
James Itaaga
Sharon Amono
Monica Nyawere
Anthony Wangoda
Rashida Chebet Siwa
Boniface Ngoro Ayeny
Betty Acen
Barbara Apio
Lilly Napeyok
Sam Iriama
Pearl Shiela Akatukunda
Lillian Ajok
Daniel Romeo Okot
Johnson Nyeko
Clover Athieno
Brenda Amito
Rosemary Piloya

2017 Leavers

Rachael Ampaire Mishambi (Program Officer), Harriet Nabankema (Senior
Legal Officer), Clover Athieno (Legal Officer), Brenda Amito (Legal Clerk),
Rosemary Piloya (Legal Clerk), Margaret Atim (Program Manager), Florence
Epodoi (Senior Program/Legal Officer), Enock Ssemwanga (Transport
Assistant), Susan Murungi (Legal Officer), Eva Leni (Legal Officer), Svieta
Elizabeth Ssemwezi (Legal Officer), Jane Frances Alupo (Accounts Assistant)

2017 Joiners

Caroline Muyodi Moiti (Accounts Assistant), Gloria Nakaayi (Legal Officer),
Svieta Elizabeth Ssemwezi (Legal Officer), Barbara Apio (Assistant Legal
Officer), Charles Kikudu (Transport Assistant), Joan Kirabo Suubi (M & E
Officer), Josephine Bikufa (Office Attendant)

Volunteers

Sumaya Nagayi, Sharon Ariye, Martha Agaba, Bridget Najjuma, Beatrice
Nyafwono, Florence Nantumbwe

Mentees

Gloria Nakaayi, Svieta Elizabeth Ssemwezi, Bridget Najjuma, Annet Namankati,
Eunice Atimango

FIDA Management Team 2017:
1.

CEO - Irene Ovonji-Odida

2.

Director Finance and Administration - Jane Rose Taaka

3.

Director Programs - Lilian Brarugaba Adriko

4.

Grants Advisor - Irene Ekonga

5.

Senior Legal Counsel - Annet Badda

6.

Human Resource and Administrative Officer/Minute Secretary - Nabitiko
Elizabeth Yiga

14. Recruitment within the year

